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Abstract: We prove in this paper that Hopf flows in S3 are absolute minima of the total bending functional
B introduced by G. Wiegmink. They are also absolute minima of the energy functional E introduced by
C.M. Wood, once E differs from B by a constant. In fact, we introduce a functional D for a flow on a
closed n-dimensional Riemannian manifold M which, in the three dimensional case, coincides with B up
to normalization and prove that D is absolutely minimized by Hopf flows on odd-dimensional unit spheres.
We also provide an extension of a theorem proven by H. Gluck and W. Ziller about volume of vector fields
on S3.
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1. Introduction
Given a unit vector field Ev in a closed Riemannian manifold M , its total bending B(Ev) was
defined by G. Wiegmink [8] to be
B(Ev) = 1
(n − 1) vol(Sn)
∫
M
‖∇Ev‖2d M, n > 2
where n is the dimension of M , ∇ its Levi-Civita connection and Sn is the unit n-dimensional
sphere. It would be interesting to know which flows minimize the functional B when a particular
space M is under consideration. In this paper we prove that Hopf flows minimize B on S3 and
are unique as absolute minima of B. In fact, we demonstrate a more general result which reads:
Theorem 1. Let M be a closed Riemannian manifold and Ev a unit vector field on M. Let D
be the functional defined by
D(Ev) =
∫
M
(‖∇Ev‖2 + (n − 1)(n − 3)‖ EHEv⊥‖2) d M
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where EHEv⊥ is the mean curvature vector of the distribution Ev⊥, orthogonal to Ev.
Then,
D(Ev) >
∫
M
Ricci(Ev, Ev) d M,
where Ricci(Ev, Ev) is the Ricci curvature in the direction of the vector Ev.
Notice that, up to a constant factor, D(Ev) = B(Ev) for all unit vector fields Ev on S3 (n = 3).
We also extend a theorem proved by H. Gluck and W. Ziller [2] where a lower bound for
volume of vector fields on S3 was proven to be 2 vol (S3). Precisely, we get the following result:
Theorem 2. Let M3 be a closed Riemannian manifold of dimension 3 and Ev a unit vector field
on M. Then,
Vol(Ev) >
∫
M
[
1+ 12 Ricci(Ev, Ev)
]
d M.
It follows immediately from theorem 2 that Hopf vector fields are volume minimizing among
all unit vector fields of S3. In [2], the uniqueness of Hopf vector fields relative to this volume-
minimizing property was proven via the method of “calibrated geometries.”
Finally, using Theorems 1 and 2, we derive the following result.
Theorem 3. Hopf vector fields on S2n+1 minimize the functional D. If n = 3, D = B and
Hopf vector fields are the unique unit vector fields on S3 to minimize B.
2. Proof of theorems
2.1. Proof of Theorem 1
Let Ev be a unit vector field defined on a closed Riemannian manifold Mn of dimension n and
let {e1, e2, . . . , en} be a local orthonormal frame field around a point of M such that Een = Ev.
Let us denote (hi j ), 1 6 i, j 6 n−1, the second fundamental form matrix of the (n−1)-plane
field on M which is orthogonal to Ev on these local coordinates. Thus
hi j = 〈∇Eei Een, Ee j 〉, 1 6 i, j 6 n − 1, (1)
where ∇ denotes the Levi-Civita connection and 〈· , ·〉 the scalar product of the Riemannian
manifold M .
Set also
∇EenEen = ∇EvEv = Ea =
n−1∑
i=1
ai Eei . (2)
(Notice that 〈∇EenEu , Een〉 = 〈∇EvEu , Ev〉 = 0 ∀Eu ∈ Tp M .)
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Now, from equations (1) and (2), we obtain
‖∇Ev‖2 =
n−1∑
i, j=1
h2i j +
n−1∑
i, j=1
i 6= j
a2i . (3)
Also,
‖ EHEv⊥‖2 =
(
1
n − 1
n−1∑
i=1
hii
)2
= 1
(n − 1)2
( n−1∑
i=1
hii
)2
. (4)
Therefore, from (3) and (4), we have
‖∇Ev‖2 + (n − 1)(n − 3)‖ EHEv⊥‖2
>
n−1∑
i, j=1
h2i j +
n − 3
n − 1
( n−1∑
i=1
hii
)2
= 2(n − 2)
n − 1
n−1∑
i=1
h2i i +
n−1∑
i, j=1
i 6= j
h2i j +
2(n − 3)
n − 1
∑
i< j
hii h j j .
(5)
The sums of squares
∑n−1
i=1 h2i i and
∑n−1
1, j=1
i 6= j
h2i j may be written in the following convenient ways:
n−1∑
i=1
h2i i =
(
1
n − 2
)(∑
i< j
(hii − h j j )2 + 2
∑
i< j
hii h j j
)
(6)
and
n−1∑
i, j=1
i 6= j
h2i j =
∑
i< j
(hi j + h ji )2 − 2
∑
i< j
hi j h ji . (7)
Now, from (5), (6) and (7), we have
‖∇v‖2 + (n − 1)(n − 3)‖HEv⊥‖2 > 2
∑
i< j
(hii h j j − hi j h ji ) = 2σ2, (8)
where σ2 is the 2nd symmetric function of curvature of the distribution Ev⊥.
In what follows, we are going to use an integral formula relating Ricci curvature and σ2. We
call it Fundamental Formula and it reads∫
M
2σ2 d M =
∫
M
Ricci(Ev, Ev) d M,
where Ricci(Ev, Ev) stands for the Ricci curvature of M in the direction Ev.
The proof of this formula may be found, for example, in [1] or in [5]. On both papers the
proofs are valid for any unitary vector field Ev although the corresponding statements require
integrability of the normal distribution to Ev.
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For reader’s comfort, we prove here the Fundamental Formula. To do so we need a well-
known formula, let us call it Formula 1. It reads∫
M
Ricci(Ev, Ev)+ tr (∇Ev ◦ ∇Ev)− (div Ev)2 = 0,
where “ tr ” is the trace of a linear automorphism, “ ◦ ” is the usual composition symbol and Ev
is a vector field on M (not necessarily unitary).
The proof of Formula 1 may be found, for example, in [4, vol. 1, pp. 248–252] or in [7,
p. 170]. We reproduce here the proof of Formula 1 that can be found in [7].
Proof of Formula 1. We have
Ricci(Ev, Ev) = div∇Ev Ev − v(div Ev)− tr (∇Ev ◦ ∇Ev).
Now Ev(div Ev) = div((div Ev)Ev)− (div Ev)2 and then
Ricci(Ev, Ev) = div(∇Ev Ev − (div Ev)Ev)+ (div Ev)2 − tr (∇Ev ◦ ∇Ev).
Now, apply Stokes theorem to obtain Formula 1.
Proof of the Fundamental Formula. Let {Ee1, Ee2, . . . , Een = Ev} be a local orthonormal adapted
frame. Set ∇Ev = (ci j ); 1 6 i, j 6 n, so that ci j = 〈∇Eei Ev, Ee j 〉. Using our notation, we get
ci j = hi j , 1 6 i, j 6 n − 1; cnj = 0, 1 6 j 6 n; cin = ai , 1 6 i 6 n − 1.
Now, we have
tr (∇Ev ◦ ∇Ev) =
n∑
i,k=1
cikcik =
n∑
i=1
c2i + 2
n∑
i,k=1
i<k
cikcki .
Because cni = 0, 1 6 i 6 n, it follows
tr (∇Ev ◦ ∇Ev) =
n−1∑
i=1
h2i i + 2
n−1∑
i, j=1
i< j
hi j h ji . (9)
On the other hand, (div Ev)2 = (∑ni=1〈∇Eei Ev, Eei 〉)2 and because 〈∇ei Ev, Ev〉 = 0, it follows that
(div Ev)2 =
( n−1∑
i=1
hii
)2
=
n−1∑
i=1
h2i i + 2
n−1∑
i, j=1
i< j
hii h j j . (10)
Using relations (9) and (10), we obtain
(div Ev)2 − tr (∇Ev ◦ ∇Ev) = 2
n−1∑
i, j=1
i< j
(hii h j j − hi j h ji ) = 2σ2.
Now, fundamental lemma follows from Formula 1.
Returning to the proof of Theorem 1, we have just to apply Fundamental Formula to relation
(8) and that concludes the proof. ¤
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2.2. Proof of Theorem 2
The volume V (Ev) of the unit vector field Ev on M is given by (see [3])
V (Ev) =
∫
M
√
1+∑2i, j=1 h2i j + σ 22 + ‖Ea‖2 + (h11a2 − a1h12)2 + (h21a2 − h22a1)2 d M, (11)
where hi j , ai , Ea and σ2 were defined in the proof of Theorem 1; n = 3 and so 1 6 j, i 6 2. A
local orthonormal adapted frame {Ee1, Ee2, Ee3} with Ee3 = Ev was defined and hi j , ai refer to it. So,
by (9), we have
V (Ev) >
∫
M
√
1+ S + σ 2
2
d M, (12)
where S stands for
∑2
i, j=1 h2i j .
Notice that
(S − 2σ2) = (h11 − h22)2 + (h12 + h21)2 > 0. (13)
By (10) and (11), we get
V (Ev) >
∫
M
√
1+ (S − 2σ2)+ 2σ2 + σ 22 d M
>
∫
M
√
(1+ σ2)2 d M =
∫
M
|1+ σ2| d M
>
∫
M
(1+ σ2) d M.
(14)
Using the same integral formula, we used in 2.1, we get
V (Ev) >
∫
M
(
1+ 12 Ricci(Ev, Ev)
)
d M.
2.3. Proof of Theorem 3
Now let M = S2n+1 and apply Theorem 1 for an arbitrary unit vector Ev of S2n+1 to obtain
D(Ev) > 2n vol(S2n+1).
Let EvH be a Hopf vector field on S2n+1 (see, for example [2] for the definition of Hopf vector
fields). It is a simple verification that
D(EvH ) = 2n vol(S2n+1).
This establishes Hopf vector fields minimality property.
Let us now consider the three-dimensional case. In order to prove uniqueness, let us go back
to our arbitrary unit vector field Ev on S3 and let {Ee1, Ee2, Ee3} be an adapted frame as in the proof
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of Theorem 1 (Ee3 = Ev). Using notations settled in Section 2.2, we get: If D(Ev) = 2 vol(S3),
then
hii = h j j 1 6 i, j 6 2,
hi j = −h ji 1 6 i, j 6 2,
ai = 0 1 6 i 6 2.
(15)
Now, computing the volume of such a vector field we obtain (see relation (11))
Vol(Ev) =
∫
S1
√
1+
2∑
i, j=1
h2i j + σ 22 d S3 =
∫
S3
√
1+ S + σ 22 d S2
for a vector field Ev satisfying equations (15), we have S = 2σ2. Then,
Vol(Ev) =
∫
S3
√
(1+ σ2)2 d S3.
But σ2 > 0, then,
Vol(Ev) =
∫
S3
(1+ σ2) d S3 =
∫
S3
Ricci(Ev, Ev)d S3 = 2 vol S3.
So Ev minimizes volume of vector fields on S3. Now, by the uniqueness part of Gluck–Ziller
theorem [2], Ev is a Hopf vector field.
3. Final remarks
In [9], C.M. Wood proved Hopf vector fields on S2n+1 are unstable critical points of the energy
functional E for n > 2. The functional B, defined in [8] differs from E by a constant. Hence,
Hopf vector fields do not minimize total bending even locally on odd dimensional spheres of
dimensions bigger than 3. It would be interesting to find an infimum for the energy (equivalently
for the bending) of unit vector fields in S2n+1, n > 3. S. Pedersen exibilited on [6] a family of
regular unit vector fields which aproach a unit vector field with one singularity on S2n+1. This
one singularity vector field has volume less than Hopf vector fields. Is the energy of Pedersen
examples the infimum of the energy for unit vector fields on S2n+1? Do they bend less than
Hopf’s vector fields?
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